
(2) Target Frames, each consisting of:
 (2) collapsible side frames with legs
 (1) blue cross bar
 (1) red cross bar
 (1) yellow cross bar
 (1) white base cross bar

(6) Golf Tosses:
 (3) red
 (3) blue
(1) carry bag
Instructions Included

Begin by assembling both targets (See illustration below.)  Locate a level playing area 30ft x 10ft 
(9.144m x 3.05m) and place targets at either end as shown in the court layout section.

Parts List:

1. Golf tosses can be tossed many ways.  However, the mose effective way to toss your golf toss is to 
place the lanyard between your middle and forefinger with the golf ball laying in between your 
fingers.  A gentle underhand toss and release motion will give you the best chance of attaching the 
golf toss to the target.

2. Players alternate tosses until all golf tosses have been played.
3. Points are scored as follows: 
 3 points for landing on the top level
 2 points for the middle level
 1 point for the bottom level

Key Points:

Setup:

The game is started by selecting which player will go first.  This is done by one player flipping a coin in 
the air and the opposing player guessing which side will land face up, heads or tails.  If the opposing 
player guesses correctly, they can choose to go first or last.

Getting Started:

The object of the game is to toss your golf tosses at the target and score more points than your 
opponent by attaching the golf tosses to the different levels on the target.  Players ages 13+ should 
stand 25ft (7.62m) from the target.  The distance can be shortened if space is limited.  Players ages 8-12 
should stand 15ft (4.572m) from the target.

Golf Toss:

A regulation golf game is 21 points or nine rounds, whichever comes first.  One round consists of both 
players tossing their four golf tosses in an alternating pattern.  You must win by two or more points.  If 
the game is tied after nine rounds, additional rounds are played to determine a winner.  The winner of 
each round shoots first in the next round.  Players alternate tossing golf tosses until all tosses have 
been played.

Game:

Blue cross bar

Red cross bar

Yellow cross bar Push Down to 
Lock in Place

White base cross bar

25ft (7.62m)

2 or 4

Players: 

Thank you for choosing the Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Golf Toss tailgate game.  We are confident that 
Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Golf Toss will provide you, your family and friends with hours of enjoyment.  To 
accommodate the limited space tailgating sometimes involves, all Franklin tailgate games provide a 
range of playing distances with the furthest distance being regulation.   Please be sure to use care 
when playing and to take into account others in the area before selecting a playing area and distance.

Court Layout:

Push Down to 
Lock in Place


